Modern human populations are known to contain "ancient haplotypes" that originated from archaic humans by hybridization. Some of them had been reported before development of human genomic diversity databases, such as HapMap. Consequently, some of them have no information about linkage disequilibrium (LD) regions. Because genetic information within LD is tightly linked, to know LD region containing ancient haplotypes will be useful to estimate basic parameters of admixture events, and to infer biological functions that linked with the ancient haplotypes. One of these ancient haplotypes, haplotype X (hX) was found in a 10.1 kb-region located on Xp11.22, which diverged at 1.4 M years ago, with low diversity within the cluster in gene genealogy and worldwide distribution in low frequency. We determined the LD region around the ancient haplotypes using LD information obtained in the HapMap project. The LD determination presents that the LD region surrounding the hX is stable and contain genic region that may associate with neural and brain functions.
Introduction
Recent advancement of genome-wide genotyping projects on worldwide human populations has unveiled genetic differences among current human populations [1] [2] [3] . In the research history of human evolution, some researchers suggested haplotypes (ancient haplotypes) that have been considered to be brought into anatomically modern humans (Homo sapiens, AMH) before completion of these genome-wide human diversity projects [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . Under this situation, genotyping of archaic human using paleontological samples revealed 
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Based on our criteria, HapMap data in CEU population showed distinct high-LD SNP combinations over the hX region (Figure 1 ). Furthermore, the annotation of OMIM [16] data indicates that the LD region is associated with mental disorders suggested by at least 17 studies.
Discussion
We present that LD region containing the hX also contain functional regions that related to
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